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1.1 Related WorkThe issues involved in distributed design for an object database system are pre-sented in [11], and the authors suggested that the techniques used in relationalmodel [13] can be extended to object databases. However, they do not presentan e�ective solution. In [9, 10], the authors developed representation schemesfor horizontal fragmentation, and presented a solution for supporting methodtransparency in OODBs. Ezeife et al. [8] presented a set of algorithms for hor-izontally fragmenting the four class models: classes with simple attributes andmethods, classes with complex attributes and simple methods, classes with sim-ple attributes and complex methods and classes with complex attributes andmethods. They used the algorithm developed by [16]. However, the number ofminterms [16] generated by this algorithm is exponential to the number of pred-icates. The authors do not discuss the derived horizontal class fragmentationobject-oriented environment. Bellatreche et al. [3] studied the vertical fragmen-tation problem for a model of class with complex attributes and methods.1.2 Data ModelIn this paper, we use an object-oriented model with the basic features describedin the literature [1, 5]. Objects are uniquely identi�ed by object identi�ers (OID).Objects having the same attributes and methods are grouped into a class. Aninstance of a class is an object with an OID which has a set of values for itsattributes. Classes are organized into an inheritance hierarchy by using the spe-cialization property (isa), in which a subclass inherits the attributes and meth-ods de�ned in the superclass(es). The database contains a root class which is anancestor of every other class in the database. Two types of attributes are pos-sible(simple and complex) : a simple attribute can only have an atomic domain(e.g., integer, string). A complex attribute has a database class as its domain.Thus, there is a hierarchy which arises from the aggregation relationship betweenthe classes and their attributes. This hierarchy is known as class composition hi-erarchy which is a rooted directed graph (RDG) where the nodes are the classes,and an arc between pair of classes C1 and C2, if C2 is the domain of an attributeof C1. An example of such a RDG is given in �gure 1. The methods have ansignature including the method's name, a list of parameters, and a list of re-turn values which can be an atomic value (integer, string) or an object identi�er(OID).The main contributions of this paper are:1. Study of the impact of queries on the horizontal fragmentation.2. Development of two algorithms (primary and derived) to achieve the horizon-tal class fragmentation.3. Con�rmation of the conjecture that some fragmentation techniques presentedfor the relational approach can be generalized and applied for the object-orientedmodel [11].The rest of paper is organized as follows : section 2 presents some de�nitionsused in specifying the problem of horizontal fragmentation, section 3 presents



the primary algorithm, section 4 introduces the derived algorithm, and section5 presents conclusions.2 Basic ConceptsBefore describing the horizontal class fragmentation algorithm, some de�nitionsare presented.Notation: If ai is an attribute of the class Ci, then:� ai : Ci denotes a single valued attribute.� ai : Const(Ci) denotes a multi-valued attribute.De�nition 1. A query in object-oriented database models has the followingstructure [5]: q =fTarget clause; Range clause; Quali�cation clauseg.1) Target clause speci�es some of the attributes of an object or the completeobject of the class that is returned. That is, v or v:ai, where v denotes thecomplete object, and v:ai denotes attribute ai of object v.2) Range clause contains the declaration of all object variables that are used inthe quali�cation clause. It is denoted as: v=C where C is a class.3) Quali�cation clause de�nes a boolean combination of predicates by using thelogical connectives: ^, _, :. We denote the cardinality of a quali�cation clausejqcj as the number of simple predicates it contains.Example 1. The query q for retrieving the name of all projects whose cost isgreater than $70000 and located at \Hong Kong" is formulated as:q = fv:Pname; v= Project; v:Cost() > $70000 ^ v:Location = \Hong Kong"g.De�nition 2. (Simple predicate) Banerjee et al. [2] de�ne a simple predicateas a predicate on a simple attribute and it is de�ned as :attribute name < operator > value, where operator is a comparison operator(=; <;�; >;�; 6=) or a set operator (contained�in; contains; set�equality; etc:).The value is chosen from the domain of the attribute.Since some object-oriented systems, such as Orion, and extensions of relationalsystems such as PostQuel, allow usage of methods in queries [5], we extend thede�nition of simple predicate de�ned by [2] to:Attr Meth < operator > value, where Attr Meth is an attribute or a method,operator is as de�ned obove. The value is chosen from the domain of the at-tribute or the value returned by a method. A query that involves only simplepredicates will be called simple query, such as fCost () > $70000g.De�nition 3. A path P represents a branch in a class composition hierarchyand it is speci�ed by C1:A1:A2::::An (n � 1) where :� C1 is a class in the database schema� A1 is an attribute of class C1� Ai is an attribute of class Ci such that Ci is the domain of the attribute Ai�1



of class Ci�1, (1 < i � n). For the last class in the path Cn, you can eitheraccess an attribute An, or a method of this class which returns a value or set ofOIDs. The length of the path P is de�ned by the number of attributes, n, in P .We call the last attribute/method An of P the sink of the path P .
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N           :  NumericFig. 1. The Class Composition Hierarchy of the class EmployeeDe�nition 4. (Component predicate) A component predicate pj (1 � j �n) is a predicate de�ned on a path. A query that involves component predicate(s)will be called a component query.3 Primary Horizontal Class Partitioning AlgorithmHorizontal Class Partitioning (HCP) varies according to the type of queries(simple or component). We will �rst discuss HCP for simple queries(primaryhorizontal class fragmentation), and then HCP for component queries(derivedhorizontal class fragmentation).We assume that the class Ci to be fragmented. Let Q = fq1; q2; :::; qlg be aset of queries de�ned on class Ci, and each query qj (1 � j � l) is executed witha certain frequency. There are two types of queries that can be de�ned on a classCi: simple queries S and component queries E, note S [ E = Q. These compo-nent queries are de�ned on other classes in the class composition hierarchy butthey have attributes or methods of Ci as their sinks. For example, the predicatePname = \Database" is a simple predicate for the class Project, where as it is acomponent predicate for classes Department and Employee.Primary AlgorithmStep 0 : Determine the predicates Pr used by queries de�ned on the class C.These predicates are de�ned on set of attributes A and the set of methods M .Let jPrj = n, jAj = r and jM j = m represent the cardinality of Pr, A and M ,respectively.Step 1 : Build the predicate usage matrix of the class C. This matrix containsqueries as rows and predicates as columns. The value(qi; pj) of this matrix equals1 if a query qi uses a predicate pj ; else it is 0.Step 2 : Construct the predicate a�nity matrix which is square and symmetric,where each value aff(pi; pj) can be : 1) Numerical, representing the sum of thefrequencies of queries which access simultaneously pi and pj(1 � i; j � n), 2)



Non numerical, where the value \ ) " of aff(pi; pj) means that predicate piimplies predicate pj , value \ ( " means that predicate pj implies predicate pi,and the value \�" means that two predicates pi and pj are \similar" introducedin [14] in that both are used jointly with a predicate pl.Step 3 : In this step, we apply the algorithm described in [14] to group the pred-icates to form clusters where the predicates in each cluster demonstrate higha�nity to one another. The partitions of the graph generates a set of subsets P= fP1; P2; :::; Psg of predicates.Step 4 : In this step, we optimize the predicates contained in each subset by usingpredicate implication. We obtain a set of subsets P 0 = fP 01; P 02; :::; P 0�g (� � s)of optimized predicates.Step 5 : For each subset P 0i of P 0 resulting from step 4, we enumerate the at-tributes and the methods Attr Meth not used by P 0i . For an Attr Methj ofAttr Meth , let wj be the number of predicates de�ned on it fpi1; pi2; :::; piwjg.We split P 0i into wj subsets P 0ik (1 � k � wj), where each Pik contains thepredicate(s) of P 0i plus pik. We repeat this step until each subset P 0i uses all theattributes and methods. From the set P , we build the attribute/method usagematrix which is an (� � (r +m)) matrix and contains the subsets of predicatesas rows and attributes A and methods M as columns. Each value (i; j) of thismatrix is equal to 1 if Attr Methj is used by a predicate of P 0i ; otherwise it is 0.Step 6 : If the predicates in each subset refer to the same attribute or method welink them by an OR connector, otherwise we use an AND connector to generatethe class fragments. The �nal number of horizontal fragments will be equal tothe number of subsets obtained step 4 plus one, including the fragment de�nedby the negation of the disjunction of all predicates previously de�ned, that wecall ELSE.Step 7 : Our algorithm may give rise to overlapping fragments. This step consistsof re�ning these fragments in order to obtain non overlapping fragments.Example 2. In Figure 1, we give the class composition hierarchy of a class Em-ployee. The class Employee has two complex attributes: Dept, and Own, andthree simple attributes: EmpId, Ename and Esalary which represent respectivelythe identi�er, the name and the salary of an employee. We assume that the classProject will be fragmented and let the set of queries de�ned on this class:q1 :fv.PId; v= Project; v.Duration � 3 ^ v.Cost() > 7000g.q2 :fv.Pname; v= Project; v.Duration � 4 ^ v.Cost() > 7000g.q3 :fv.Dname; v= Department; v.Proj.Duration = 2 ^ v.Proj.Cost() � 7000 ^v.Proj.Location = \Hong Kong" g.q4 :fv.Esalary; v= Employee; 5� v.Dept.Proj.Duration� 6 ^ v.Dept.Proj.Cost()� 7000 g.We notice that q1 and q2 are simple and q3 and q4 are component and their sinksare in the class Project. The predicate usage matrix of the Project class is shownin �gure 2. Let p1; p2; :::; p7 the predicates used by the queries q1; q2; q3; q4 be:p1 : Duration � 3, p2 : Duration � 4 , p3 : Duration = 2, p4 : 5 � Duration� 6 , p5 : Cost() > 7000, p6 : Cost() � 7000, p7 : Location = \Hong Kong".The attributes used by these predicates are, Duration and Location which will



be renamed by a1 and a2, respectively, and there is one method used by thesepredicate: Cost() which will renamed as m. We notice that: p1 ) p2, p3 ) p1,p3 ) p2, p1 and p2 are similar, and p3 and p4 are similar. We also add theaccess frequency column which shows the number of accesses to a predicate fora speci�c period for each query as shown �gure 2.p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 accq1q2q3q4 0BB@1 0 0 0 1 0 0 200 1 0 0 1 0 0 350 0 1 0 0 1 1 300 0 0 1 0 1 0 151CCAFig. 2. Predicate Usage MatrixThe value associated with two predicates in �gure 3 represents the sum of thefrequencies of the queries which access simultaneously these two predicates.p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7p1p2p3p4p5p6p7
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1CCCCCCCCAFig. 3. Predicate A�nity MatrixWe now apply step 3 of the PA to this matrix. Figure 4 shows three partitionsof predicates P1 = fp1, p2, p5 g, P2 = fp3, p6, p7 g, P3 = fp4g.
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20Fig. 4. Predicate Sets Generated by Primary AlgorithmThe subset P1 will be re�ned into P 01 = fp2, p5 g because p1 ) p2. After theoptimization step, we obtain three subsets: P1 = fp2, p5 g, P2 = fp3, p6, p7 g,P3 = fp4g. a1 a2 ms1s2s3 0@1 0 11 1 11 0 01AFig. 5. Attribute/Method Usage Matrix.



In the attribute/method usage matrix in �gure 5, we remark that the subsetP2 uses all the attributes and methods, but the subset P1 does not use theattribute a2, we notice that there is one predicate de�ned on a2 (Location =\Hong Kong"), therefore, we split P1 into P11 (see Step 5 of PA) where: P11 =fp2, p5, p7g. Similarly, the subset P3 will be split into:P31 = fp4, p5, p7g, P32 = fp4, p6, p7g. Then we obtain four subsets of predicates:P11 = fp2, p5, p7g, P2 = fp3, p6, p7 g, P31 = fp4, p5, p7g and P32 = fp4, p6,p7g, each de�ning a horizontal class fragment.Finally, generating the horizontal fragments:Project1 given by clause cl1 : (Duration � 4) ^ (Cost() > 7000) ^ (Location =\Hong Kong").Project2 given by clause cl2 : (Duration = 2) ^ (Cost() � 7000) ^ (Location=\Hong Kong").Project3 given by clause cl3 : (5 � Duration � 6) ^ (Cost() > 7000) ^ (Location= \Hong Kong").Project4 given by clause cl4 : (5 � Duration � 6) ^ (Cost() � 7000) ^ (Location= \Hong Kong").Project5 given by clause cl5 : ELSE.Complexity of Primary Algorithm The complexity of the primary algo-rithm is from steps 2 and 5, and that is O(l�n2) and O(��(r+m)), respectively.We note that n, l, �, r, and m represent the number of predicates, number ofqueries, number of fragments, number of attributes used by the queries, and thenumber of methods used by queries, respectively. Therefore, the complexity ofour algorithm is: O[l � n2 + � � (r +m)].4 Derived Horizontal Class Fragmentation AlgorithmIf the set of queries Q de�ned on Ci contains one or more component queries,then there should be some other class Cj(j 6= i) in the class composition hierar-chy which3 is horizontally fragmented by the primary algorithm. Therefore, wecan also horizontally fragment the class Ci based on the horizontal fragmenta-tion of the class Cj . Such a fragmentation is known as derived horizontal classfragmentation(DHCF) [9].4.1 Implicit object joinIn order to support query predicates on complex attributes, object-orientedquery languages usually use path expressions in which each attribute of a classCi whose domain is a class Cj speci�es an implicit join between Ci and Cj . Nowwe extend the de�nition of selection operation used in the relational model [7]to that on a path.3 There is a path from the class Ci to the class Cj with length g(g � 1)



De�nition 5. (Selection operation) Let P = C1:A1:A2:::An be a path; a se-lection operation is de�ned as : �<selectioncondition> (< C1 >), where the symbol� is used to denote the selection operator, and the selection condition is a quali-�cation clause (De�nition 1) speci�ed on the attributes and methods of the classCn in the path P . The class resulting from the selection operation has the sameattributes and methods as C1 which satis�es a condition de�ned on attributesand methods of Cn.De�nition 6. Let two classes Ci and Cj in a path P (Cj is the domain of anattribute ak of Ci). We de�ne fan-out(Ci; ak; Cj) as the average number of Cjobjects referred to by an object of Ci through attribute ak. Similarly, the sharinglevel, share(Ci; al; Cj), is the average number of Ci objects that refer to the sameobject of Cj through attribute al [4]. We de�ne FAN(Ci; Cj) and SHARE(Ci; Cj)as the average of fan-out(Ci; ak; Cj) and average of share(Ci; al; Cj), over all theobjects of class Cj and class Ci, respectively.4.2 AlgorithmThe inputs of the DHCF algorithm are the class Ci to be fragmented, and weassume that class Cj in the class hierarchy has been horizontally fragmented byPA into � fragments fF1; F2; :::; F�g. Note that each fragment Fk(1 � k � �) isde�ned by a quali�cation clause qck. The steps of the DHCF algorithm are :1) For each clause qck(1 � k � �) determine its predicates fpk1; pk2; :::; pkjqckjg.We recall that the jqckj represents the cardinality of the quali�cation clause qck.2) For each predicate pkl(1 � l � jqckj), determine the name of its attribute ormethod denoted by Akl.We can de�ne the fragments de�ned by the DHCF algorithm as follow:fk = ��jqck jm=1<pkm>(Ci) where � is a logical connectives (^, _) used in clause qck.Example 3. We assume that the Employee class will be derived fragmented basedon the horizontal fragments of the Project class. Let Projecti(1 � i � 5) andEmpj(1 � j � 5) be respectively the project and employee class fragments.Project1: (Duration � 4) ^ (Cost() > 7000) ^ (Location = \Hong Kong"). InProject1 there are three predicates p11 : Duration � 4, p12 : Cost() > 7000 andp13 : Location = \Hong Kong", then Emp1 is de�ned as:Emp1 = �(E1 ^ E2 ^ E3) (Employee), where:E1 = (Employee:Dept:P roj:Duration � 4),E2 = (Employee:Dept:P roj:Cost()> $7000) and E3 = (Employee:Dept:P roj:Location = \Hong Kong").With the same technique we can determine others horizontal class fragments ofEmployee, i.e., Emp2, Emp3, Emp4, Emp5.4.3 Correctness of the Derived Horizontal Fragmentation AlgorithmThe fragments de�ned by primary horizontal fragmentation algorithm satisfythe correctness rules of completeness, reconstruction and disjointness [14].



However, the fragments de�ned by the derived horizontal fragmentation canoverlap and thus do not satisfy the disjointedness property. We now present analgorithm called non overlap described in �gure 6. The inputs for this algorithmis the class Ci which is derived horizontal fragmented based on the horizontalfragmentation of class Cj . In order to know the overlapping instances of theclass Ci, we check whether the fan-out(Ci, Cj) for each object instance of classCi could be greater than 1. To do that, for each instance, we look in the classcomposition schema for the type of its complex attributes; if all these complexattributes are single valued, then fan-out(Ci, Cj) is 1. Otherwise, even if there isone complex attribute which is multi-valued the fan-out(Ci, Cj) could be greaterthan 1. Note that rigorous checking of whether two derived horizontal fragmentsare overlapping or not would require examining each object instance of class Ci.In case there is a multi-valued object-based instance variable, we execute thenon overlap algorithm. We note that this algorithm ensures the disjointednessproperty. In order to facilitate the maintenance of the database, we create a ta-ble with three columns: the �rst column contains the OID(s) of the instance(s)eliminated by non overlap algorithm, the second contains the fragment whichincludes these instances, and the third column contains the name of the frag-ment(s) from which these instances were eliminated. We call this table overlapcatalog. The overlap catalog facilitates the identi�cation and management ofobjects which belong to more than one horizontal fragment.beginFor each overlapping instance Ij doFor each fragment that contains Ij doCompute the queries access frequency to IjTake the fragment with maximal access frequency, which is called FiFor each fragment Fl (l 6= i) do Fl = Fl � Ijend Fig. 6. The non overlap algorithm5 ConclusionIn this paper, we have studied the role of queries in the horizontal fragmentationin the object-oriented model, which has not been addressed adequately by re-searchers. We have proposed two horizontal fragmentation algorithms: primaryalgorithm and derived algorithm. We have established the complexity of the pri-mary horizontal fragmentation which is O(l �n2), (n and l represent the numberof queries and their predicates, respectively) and there better than earlier work.The fragments de�ned by the derived horizontal algorithm can overlap, then wehave proposed a method in order to eliminate overlapping instances. We arenow evaluating the performance of our algorithm and studying the impact ofthe update queries de�ned on the resulting fragments.
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